
Q8 Do you have any other comments or
suggestions?

Answered: 17 Skipped: 40

# Responses Date

1 Not everyone will stick to there allotted apt time and the session will run over, which is what happened at my apt I was
15mins late.

10/24/2015 11:49 AM

2 Wasn't told how long my app was or that there was a choice now 10/23/2015 10:15 AM

3 l'm sure if the receptionist thought l'd need more time she'd book me in for it, maybe this was done without me
realising.

10/23/2015 8:47 AM

4 With my last appointment I felt that it was rushed and I felt like she thought I was lying and I came out feeling ten
times worse because of the way I was treated.

10/22/2015 10:51 PM

5 Is this just dr Liddell for this system plz 10/22/2015 9:52 PM

6 This is the first I've heard about being able to choose the length of app. 10/22/2015 7:14 PM

7 Very good idea as some times you only need a couple of minutes other times more. Plus helps Dr plan day better 10/22/2015 6:44 PM

8 I didn't know about this system. No one told me and I think it would be a good idea to publish it more 10/22/2015 6:31 PM

9 Was not aware of the new appointment system, however I have never had a problem with my appointment time with
Dr Liddle as she has never rushed me, so maybe that's why I never noticed the new system.

10/22/2015 6:22 PM

10 I was unaware that there was a new system in operation so my answers don't really apply. 10/22/2015 6:22 PM

11 I booked the appointments online so don't think I was given the choice of length of appointment time. 10/22/2015 6:18 PM

12 None 10/22/2015 6:18 PM

13 I think having optional appointment times is an excellent idea. I'd be happy to use this system in future. PS. Dr Liddle
was extremely helpful and couteous as always.

10/22/2015 6:17 PM

14 Wonderful service 10/22/2015 6:16 PM

15 Dr Liddle to improve on people skills and not speak so rude and patronising to patients 10/22/2015 6:14 PM

16 I book online, so that option would be good there s well 10/22/2015 6:12 PM

17 Much better system appointments never late 10/22/2015 6:05 PM
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